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What is a Payday Loan? Payday loans are small, short-term loans that are marketed as a quick,
easy way to tide borrowers over until the next payday. They work like this: a borrower writes a
check to the payday lender for the loan amount plus interest, and either the borrower repays the
loan directly or the lender can deposit the check on the borrower’s next payday. In California, a
consumer can borrow up to $255. For a $255 loan, the borrower writes a $300 check ($255 loan
plus $45 interest) that will be due typically about 2 weeks later, amounting to an annual interest
rate of 459%. Borrowers don’t need much to qualify—proof of income (from work, Social
Security or even unemployment insurance) and a checking account.
Payday Loans Create a Debt Trap. For California families living paycheck to paycheck, the
high price of a payday loan and the fact that it must be paid off in one lump sum two short
weeks later virtually ensures that cash-strapped borrowers will be unable to meet their basic
expenses and pay off their loan with their next paycheck.1 Consequently, too many
Californians are forced to pay off one loan and immediately take out a new loan, repeating the
cycle over and over. Although payday loans are marketed and publicly rationalized as a shortterm loan for an occasional, unexpected expense, research shows – and payday lenders actually
admit in private – that the business model is designed to keep borrowers coming back for more
and more payday loans.2

After six payday loans (fewer than the California average), Jane pays $270 in fees to
borrow $255.

The Data Illustrate the Debt Trap. The most recent annual data from the California
Department of Corporations (DoC) show that in 2011, Californians took out more than 12.43
million payday loans.3 The number of payday loans taken by Californians has been steadily
growing since 2006, with the total 2011 volume nearly 25% higher than the 2006 volume.4 CRL
research shows that three-quarters of payday volume is generated by churning, i.e., by borrowers
who, after repaying the loan, must re-borrow before their next pay period in order to make ends
meet.5
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The most recent raw numbers (12.43 million loans by 1.74 million borrowers) suggest that the
average California borrower takes out slightly more than 7 loans per year, but these numbers do
not account for payday borrowers who borrow from multiple stores or where different people
from the same household take out payday loans.6 A detailed 2007 report on payday by the DoC
takes this into account and reveals an even greater pattern of repeat lending.
•
•
•
•

Most Borrowers Are Regular Users: The average number of loans for the one million
borrowers was 10, exceeding the national average of 9 per year.7
Most Loans Go to Borrowers Caught in a Debt Trap: Nearly 450,000 borrowers had backto-back spells of 6 loans or more, conservatively accounting for more than 50% of all loans.8
For Many Borrowers, There is No Way Out: 57,147 borrowers had more than 19
consecutive transactions during 2006. These borrowers accounted for only 4% of borrowers,
but a startling 25% of the 10 million loans taken out in 2006.9
Very Few Borrowers Take Just One Loan: Less than 4% of loans went to one time
borrowers.10

Payday Loans Exacerbate Borrowers’ Poor Economic Circumstances. Economists studying
payday lending have found that it leads to economic harms beyond the debt trap.
•
•
•

Defaults. Although default rates on individual loans are very low, half of all payday
borrowers end their cycle of repeat loans by default.11
Bankruptcy. Borrowers who are approved for a payday loan, as opposed to those who are
denied a payday loan, are almost 90% more likely to file for bankruptcy.12
Other Delinquencies. Payday borrowers are more likely to become seriously delinquent on
their credit cards than similarly-situated people who do not use payday loans.13

How Should Payday Loans Be Reformed?
Make Payday Loans Affordable: Impose a Non-Predatory APR Cap. The only proven way for
state policymakers to protect their citizens from predatory small loans is to enforce a
comprehensive small loan law with an interest rate cap at or around 36 percent. Sixteen states
and the District of Columbia have reasonable rate caps on small loans. In 2006, Congress
enacted a federal 36 percent rate cap for members of the military and their families. These caps
can and should serve as a model to states that currently authorize payday lending in any form. In
these states and in the District of Columbia, citizens in need of credit to help them through an
unexpected expense still can access affordable alternatives without sinking into high-cost, longterm debt.
Keep Payday Loans for Short Term Emergencies, Not Long-Term Debt: Place an Annual
Loan Limit on Payday Loans. The payday lending industry asserts that its product is intended
for occasional, short-term use. Capping the number of loans that a borrower can receive each
year would, therefore, be consistent with the industry’s definition of responsible use.14 The
California Department of Corporations (DoC) has acknowledged, “[W]hen payday loans are
used for a long period of time, the fees charged can rapidly exceed the amount borrowed and can
create a serious financial hardship for the borrower.”15 Adopting a loan limit would prevent
borrowers from utilizing the payday loan as a long-term source of credit.16 This reform would
maintain the current cost of a payday loan, while ensuring its use is truly short term.
Give Families More Time to Repay a Payday Loan Without the Need to Borrow Again: Extend
the Minimum Loan Term. The extremely short term of a payday loan is one of the key features
that serves to trap borrowers in long term debt. Extending the term would reduce the cost of the
loan and increase the repayment period,17 making it more likely that a borrower will be able to
accumulate the funds to pay off the loan without taking out another one.18
Ensure That Families Can Afford to Repay a Payday Loan: Require Robust Underwriting.
Families fall into a cycle of repeat lending with payday loans because they cannot afford to repay
the loan after two weeks and still meet their basic expenses. Requiring that payday lenders
evaluate each borrower’s ability to repay the loan, modeled on underwriting provisions of the
small-dollar loan pilot program, may help borrowers repay their loans without the need to
borrow again.19
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